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necessary risks offers clinical research
any kind of intellectual freedom at all.
Intellectual freedom comes from a
training that instils independence of
mind, a sceptical approach to evi-
dence and a taste for the truth. These
are classical virtues. I see nothing that
should prevent their display in one’s
relationship with pharmaceutical
companies.
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Giovanni Fava has given us an excel-
lent analysis of the development of cri-
sis about commercial conflicts of inter-
est in psychiatry. But there are some
grounds to think the entire subject is
something of a red herring, or that Fa-
va’s position is itself industry-friendly. 

If we view the issues from the frame
of the past 400 years, and consider
where science has come from, then it is
clear that a key triumph of the new
branch of knowledge lay not just in
any of the so often celebrated break-
throughs in physics, chemistry or biolo-
gy, but rather in the fact that society had
found a means to move knowledge for-
ward that overcame the issue of con-
flicting interests. If they adhered to the
scientific method, then the fact that sci-
entists might be Catholic, Protestant,
Hindu, Muslim, Jew or atheist was ir-
relevant. 

Aside from these powerful social
prejudices, several studies of the scien-
tific process suggest that individual sci-
entists are all but insane. Many of our
most famous scientists can be seen to
have pursued their goals obsessively
and with a conviction that must have
appeared to many contemporaries as
close to delusional.

But the scientific method, which in-
volved a new emphasis on observable
and replicable data, has provided us

with a way to overcome both social
prejudice and individual idiosyncrasy
(1). The success of science lies in the
fact of its being a communal and em-
pirical process rather than a process
whose success depends on the motives
of individual practitioners. It is against
this background that Nature and other
journals cited by Giovanni Fava have
been slow to respond to the new pro-
posals for statements of conflicts of in-
terest. Why would scientists in general
expect relatively small amounts of mon-
ey given to a few individuals to undo a
system that has tamed far more power-
ful inner demons than this?  

Reframed in this way, the fact that
there is an undoubted crisis at present
suggests that focussing on conflicting in-
terests as the origin of this crisis may be
mistaken. Another option is that the ap-
parent studies and related reviews that
are at the centre of this crisis are in fact
not scientific – they are a cuckoo’s egg in
the nest of science. And indeed a key
feature of the clinical trial reports and re-
view articles that Fava makes reference
to is that they do not conform to the cen-
tral tenet of science which is to engage
with issues that are replicable and/or to
make the data publicly available. 

The current problem for any aspect
of medical science involving therapeu-
tics with agents that are on patent is that
a significant proportion of trials now re-
main unpublished and those that are
published are often ghostwritten and
bear an ambiguous relationship with

the underlying data (2). Company post-
ings of trials on the internet do little to
mitigate this problem. The difficulties
are best symbolised by the case of the
pediatric trials of selective serotonin re-
uptake inhibitors, where we have the
greatest known divide in medicine be-
tween the raw data on an issue on the
one side and the published accounts
purporting to represent those data on
the other. The data can now be seen to
indicate that the drugs do not convinc-
ingly work and are hazardous, but prior
to the release of the data the scientific
literature universally portrayed these
agents as safe and effective (3). This di-
vide, it is important to note, only came
to light as a result of the efforts of jour-
nalists and lawyers. It came to light not
because they chased the question of
conflicting interests but because it
seemed obvious to lay people that the
data did not add up. To our shame, no
clinician or scientist had a hand in
questioning the validity of the “sci-
ence”. What lessons can be drawn from
this situation? 

If companies want to market their
product under the banner of science,
they can be required to conform to the
norms of science. This will require jour-
nal editors and academic meeting organ-
izers to refuse publication to articles or
presentations on data not freely accessi-
ble. Taking a stand like this will chal-
lenge the conflicts of journal editors and
meeting organizers, but this rather than
conflict of interest declarations from in-
dividual academic authors or speakers is
much more likely to have teeth. 

Ghost writers are in fact much more
likely to insert conflict of interest dec-
larations into articles or lecture slides
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in a manner that conforms to journal
or meeting protocols than are aca-
demics. If I were employed in a com-
pany marketing department I would
much prefer to have the field think
that all that is wrong is that a few cor-
rupt academics fail to declare compet-
ing interests than to have the field
think that company practices that re-
strict access to data while still claim-
ing the moral high ground of science
are the real source of the problem.
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There was a time when psychiatry
was largely influenced by the view that
most mental conditions were the result
of unsolved inner conflicts. That was a
time when the availability of effective
drugs for psychiatric disorders was ex-
tremely limited, and access to mental
health care was also restricted to the
very wealthy or to very sick patients,
who would be confined in institutions
for the mentally ill for long periods of
time, and kept apart from society. The
emergence of psychopharmacology ra-
pidly changed this panorama, but it
has carried novel challenges, not only
for clinical practice, education and re-
search, but also for doctor-patient rela-
tionships. These changes go in parallel
with those of modern societies, in-
creasing the distance between devel-
oped and struggling countries, and
raise further ethical concerns. This is
why I believe that the debate on con-
flicts of interest, particularly for the fi-
nancial ones, is difficult to separate
from ideology/politics, and this is why

I think that we should take a global ap-
proach to it. Hence, as Giovanni Fava
rightly points out, clinical medicine and
psychiatry are suffering from an un-
precedented crisis of credibility, and
this has more to do, in my opinion,
with increased awareness about this is-
sue rather than with decreased ethical
standards or malpractice. Our society is
increasingly aware of potential con-
flicts of interest and this is good for
transparency, although one of my argu-
ments will be that some conflicts are
more visible than others and, to be fair,
our responsibility as clinicians, educa-
tors or researchers is to disclose all of
them, regardless of their nature. At the
end of the day, having a potential con-
flict of interest is not the same as being
necessarily biased or corrupt. Psychia-
try has taught that avoiding conflicts is
not generally the right way to solve
them.

The increasing skepticism about
drug development, clinical trials, and
publications goes in parallel with the
popular view on pharmaceutical in-
dustry, which is far from unbiased. It
has been reported that people see
pharmaceutical companies as busi-
ness corporations with low ethical

standards such as the arms industry.
The paradox is that never in history
there were as many regulations, con-
straints and supervision of drug devel-
opment, approval, and marketing strate-
gies as nowadays. Hence, this climate
comes up from mistakes made by sev-
eral agents in this drama: the pharma-
ceutical industry, of course, but also
opinion leaders, medical journals, reg-
ulatory bodies, politicians, and even
clinicians. The raise of evidence-based
medicine may also be partly responsi-
ble, because evidence is only available
for questions receiving funding, and
most of the funding comes from com-
panies expecting refunds from their
investments. Some of us believe that
this would be fair as far as strict regu-
lations and public funding are able to
counteract against the risk of relying
almost exclusively on company-spon-
sored evidence-based medicine. Oth-
erwise, evidence-base may become ev-
idence-bias.

Bias may come from two main
sources: biases in trial design, and bi-
ases in results dissemination. Trial de-
sign biases are easier to counteract:
for instance, regulatory bodies as the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in the United States or the European
Agency for the Evaluation of Medici-
nal Products (EMEA) in Europe have
set their own trial design guidelines for
marketing approval (1,2). This strategy
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